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CAR-T Engager Proteins Optimize Anti-CD19 CAR-T Cell Therapies for Lymphoma 

 

Abstract 

 

B cell lymphoma therapy has been transformed by CD19-targeting cellular therapeutics that 

induce high clinical response rates and impressive remissions in relapsed and refractory patients. 

However, approximately half of all patients who respond to CD19-directed cell therapy relapse, 

the majority within six months. One characteristic of relapse is loss or reduction of CD19 

expression on malignant B cells. We designed a unique therapeutic to prevent and reverse 

relapses due to lost or reduced CD19 expression. This novel biologic, a CAR T Engager, binds 

CD20 and displays the CD19 extracellular domain. This approach increases the apparent CD19 

antigen density on CD19-positive/CD20-positive lymphoma cells, and prevents CD19 antigen-

loss induced relapse, as CD19 bound to CD20 remains present on the cell surface. We 

demonstrate that this novel therapeutic prevents and reverses lymphoma relapse in vitro and 

prevents CD19-negative lymphoma growth and relapse in vivo. 
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Introduction 

Chimeric Antigen Receptor (CAR) transduced autologous T cells targeting the B cell malignancy 

antigen CD19 illustrate the great promise of cell therapy. Anti-CD19 CAR-T cells (CAR-19) 

induced high response rates and durable remissions in relapsed and refractory chronic and acute 

lymphocytic leukemia (CLL and ALL) and non-Hodgkin lymphoma (NHL) patients (1). Long-

term follow-up studies have demonstrated curative potential, with some patients reaching 10 

years cancer-free (2–6). 

 

CAR-19 effectiveness is tempered by several critical issues. The cost of therapy remains high, 

and specialized infrastructure can limit where CAR therapies can be created or administered (7). 

Preparative apheresis, consolidation, lymphodepletion and toxicities limit the use of CAR-T 

therapy in frail patients. Side effects from CAR-19 treatment include grade 3+ cytokine release 

syndrome and immune effector cell-associated neurotoxicity syndrome that can lead to 

prolonged hospitalization and additional cost of care (8). More than half of responding patients 

subsequently relapse, often within a few months of treatment (9, 10). Many patients relapse due 

to loss or downregulation of the CD19 protein on their leukemia or lymphoma cells (11). 

 

Antigen escape mechanisms are common across therapeutic modalities in cancer treatment (12, 

13). CAR-19 T cells put intense natural selection pressure on the malignant B cells, driving 

emergence of clones with lost or reduced CD19 expression. Antigen loss can occur via 

mutational events that prevent expression of all or part of the CD19 extracellular domain (ECD), 

and via transcriptional downregulation of expression (14, 15). Other mechanisms of escape from 
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CAR-19 therapies include lineage switch to myeloid cell leukemia, and trogocytosis, a process 

by which CD19 is stripped from target cells by the CAR (16, 17). 

 

We previously presented a class of molecules called bridging proteins (18, 19) or CAR-T 

Engagers (CTE) that can be expressed by cells transduced with viral vectors, or can be expressed 

in mammalian cell culture in vitro and purified to create biologics for injection. Here we describe 

a CTE biologic that increases CD19 antigen density on target lymphoma cells regardless of their 

level of CD19 expression. This biologic contains three functional domains: a modified CD19 

ECD, an anti-CD20 binding domain and an anti-albumin binding domain. The protein, termed a 

CAR-19-CD20 T cell Engager (CTE-19.20), binds to CD20 and displays the CD19 ECD. CTE-

19.20 proteins potently triggered CD19-negative lymphoma cell death in the presence of CAR-

19 T cells in vitro and prevented antigen-loss relapse in an in vitro model of lymphoma escape 

from CAR-19 therapy. Using in vivo modeling we show that CTE-19.20 protein given alongside 

CAR-19 T cells prevented CD19-negative lymphoma expansion, eliminated disease, and 

significantly impacted survival. CTE-19.20 was readily expressed and secreted by transfected 

mammalian cells, was efficiently purified and demonstrated favorable biophysical properties. 

This therapeutic is in development to treat patients receiving CAR-19 therapeutics for B cell 

lymphoma and leukemia. 
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Methods 

 

Production of anti-CD19 CAR-T cells 

 

Anti-CD19 CAR-T cells were produced and characterized as previously described (18), except 

that some preparations were made using donor T cells that were activated for 48 hours before 

virus infection using LentiBoost (5 µl each of solutions A and B per ml of cells transfected; 

Fisher Scientific). 100 units/ml IL-2 was added at the start of the activation procedure and with 

every media change during the expansion phase.  

 

Mammalian cell culture 

 

The JeKo-1 mantle cell lymphoma (MCL) and Ramos Hodgkin lymphoma cell lines were 

obtained from ATCC, which verifies cell line identity using short tandem repeat markers. Cells 

were cultured in complete media (RPMI plus 10% FBS, VWR). The JeKo-1 cell line expressing 

luciferase was generated using HLUC-Lv105 lentiviral particles (GeneCopoeia) and selected 

with puromycin. The cell lines were tested for mycoplasma (Invivogen) and were negative. 

 

To knockout (KO) CD19 gene expression we used CRISPR/Cas9 technology. Four different 

CRISPR guide RNAs and Cas9 (Synthego) were combined at a 1:9 ratio and then added to 

luciferase-stable JeKo-1 cells suspended in Buffer R (Neon Transfection System, Thermo 

Fisher). The suspension was pulse electroporated at 1550 volts for 30 milliseconds, then the cells 

were plated into complete media to recover for 3 days. CD19 KO efficiency was determined by 
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flow cytometry. A CD19 exon 2 guide RNA produced the highest number of KO cells and was 

plated using limiting dilution for single clone isolation. Expanded clones were re-assayed for 

CD19 expression. One clone, 1C8, was used for all studies. 

 

Construction and purification of CTE19.20 

 

Previously we described a bridging protein containing a stabilized CD19 ECD linked to an anti-

CD20 scFv derived from the anti-CD19 monoclonal antibody (MAb) Leu16 (20). Here we used 

three domains: an anti-CD20 VHH derived from a llama single domain antibody, the stabilized 

CD19 ECD called NT.1 (20), and the anti-albumin llama VHH, Alb8 (21). The construct, CTE-

19.20, was cloned into mammalian cell expression vectors and transiently transfected into 

Expi293 cells (1 liter scale, Bon Opus Biosciences) or CHO cells (3 liter scale, Wuxi Biologics). 

The construct expressed in Expi293 cells contained a 6xHis-tag at the C-terminus (CTE-19.20-

His). 

 

Secreted CTE-19.20-His protein was purified by His-NTA column (Shanghai YuanYe) 

chromatography followed by monomer isolation by size exclusion chromatography (SEC, 

Superdex 200, GE) on an AKTA explorer (GE) by Bon Opus Biosciences. Research grade, 

CHO-derived protein (CTE-19.20-RG), was purified at WuXi Biologics using protein A-column 

and CEX chromatography, achieving 95.0% purity by SEC-HPLC. Purified proteins were also 

analyzed by SDS PAGE under reducing and non-reducing conditions using a 4-12% Bis-Tris Gel 

(NuPage). The endotoxin level was <1EU/mg. 
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Binding and cytotoxicity assays 

 

ELISA assays were developed to characterize binding to the targeted proteins. We used His-tag 

based ELISAs as previously described (20), and also developed assays that allowed simultaneous 

detection of multiple binding events. ELISA plates (Thermo Fisher) were coated overnight at 

4oC with 1 µg/ml anti-CD19 MAb FMC63 (Novus) and blocked with 200 µl/well 0.3% non-fat 

milk in Tris buffered saline (TBS) for one hour at room temperature. CTE-19.20 proteins were 

added in 1% BSA in TBS, in decreasing concentrations, and incubated for 1 hour. The plate was 

washed 3 times with TBS. Either 0.5 µg/ml biotinylated human albumin or 0.5 µg/ml 

biotinylated CD20-“nanodisc” (both from Acro Biosystems) was then added in 1% BSA in TBS 

for 1 hour, the plates were washed again, followed by incubation with streptavidin-HRP and 

TMB peroxidase substrate (Thermo Fisher) to detect binding. 

 

Cell staining was performed at 4oC. CTE-19.20 proteins, diluted in FACS buffer (PBS + 1% 

BSA + 0.1% sodium azide), were incubated with cells for 30 minutes, washed, then incubated 

with PE-coupled anti-CD19 MAb FMC63 (EMD Millipore) (5 µl/sample) for 30 minutes, 

washed again, then fixed with a final concentration of 1% paraformaldehyde (Thermo 

Scientific). Samples were read on a Accuri C6 Plus flow cytometer (BD) and results analyzed 

using FlowJo. In some experiments incubations were done in up to 100% human serum in order 

to evaluate the effect of excess human albumin on binding to cells. 

  

Two assays were used to assess cross reactivity to murine proteins. For flow cytometry analyses, 

murine and human CD20 cDNA expression constructs (GenScript) were transiently transfected 
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into 293T cells using lipofectamine (ThermoFisher). The cells were removed using Accutase 

(Corning), and binding to CTE-19.20 proteins was detected using the flow cytometry assay. 

Second, murine albumin was coated onto an ELISA plate and increasing concentrations of CTE-

19.20-His were added to the plate and incubated for 1 hour at room temperature. An anti-His-tag 

antibody coupled to HRP (Thermo Scientific) was used for enzymatic detection. The blocking, 

dilution buffer and wash buffers were as detailed above.  

 

Cytotoxicity assays were run as previously described (18, 20) using lymphoma cells, CAR-19 T 

cells and CTE proteins. In some experiments the media was supplemented with 50% human 

serum in order to evaluate the effect of excess human albumin on cytotoxicity.  

 

Effect of CTE.19-20 proteins on cells 

 

To assess whether soluble CAR-T Engager protein could influence direct CD19 cytotoxicity, 

JeKo-1 cells were cultured with CAR-19 T cells alone or with up to 1 µg/ml CTE-19.20-RG, a 

saturating amount. The E:T ratios were 3:1 and 1:1. CAR-19-mediated cytotoxicity was 

measured after 48 hours. Down-regulation of cell surface CD20 was measured using JeKo-19KO 

cells incubated at 4oC or 37oC for varying lengths of time with CTE-19.20-RG, then analyzed by 

flow cytometry as described above. To evaluate whether excess CTE-19.20-RG could saturate 

target proteins, an order of addition assay was performed using the cytotoxicity assay. Three 

incubation conditions were evaluated: (1) target cells, CTE-19.20-RG protein and CAR-19 T 

cells were added at the same time; (2) target cells and CTE-19.20-RG protein were incubated 

together at 37oC for 10 minutes and then added to CAR-19 T cells; (3) CTE-19.20-RG protein 
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and CAR-19 T cells were incubated at 37oC for 10 minutes and then added to target cells. In 

each case, the target JeKo-1-CD19KO cells were seeded at 1 x 104 cells per well in 50 µl, CTE-

19.20-RG was applied in 25 µl medium per well for a final concentration of 1 µg/ml, and CAR-

19 T cells were applied to the well as 3:1 or 1:1 ratio to the target cells in 25 µl volume. The 

plates were incubated at 37oC for 48 hours, then processed for luminescence measurement. 

 

In vitro experiments modulating antigen density 

 

Expression of CD19 (FMC63-PE, Millipore) and CD20 (CD20-PE, Invitrogen) was evaluated on 

JeKo-1, Ramos and JeKo-19KO cell lines by flow cytometry. Protein expression was quantified 

using Bang Bead technology (Bang Labs), and following the manufacturor’s instructions. The cell 

lines were also evaluated for an increase in apparent CD19 density following incubation with CTE-

19.20-RG Engager protein.  

in order to assess the additive affect of the CAR-T Engager protein on cytotoxicity, JeKo-1 cells 

were incubated with CAR-19 T cells at different E:T ratios in the presence or absence of different 

amounts of CTE-19.20-RG protein. The cells were incubated for 18 hours and then the extent of 

cytotoxicity was evaluated. 

In vitro model of antigen escape 

 

Wildtype JeKo-1 cells were seeded at 1 × 104 cells in 100 μl per well of complete media in 96 

well round bottom plates. CAR-19 T cells in 100 μl complete media were added to give E:T cell 

ratios of 1:1, 0.3:1, or 0.1:1 and the co-culture was incubated for up to 13 days. Samples were 
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evaluated at days 1, 6, 11 and 13 for the accumulation of a CD19-negative/CD20-positive 

population, using flow cytometry (FMC63-PE, and anti-CD20-APC, BD). Once a CD19-

negative population emerged, the lymphoma cells were counted and replated at 1 × 104  cells in 

50 μl complete media. JeKo-1 cells were left untreated in media, or were incubated with 1 × 105 

CAR-19 T cells added in 50 μl (E:T ratio of 10:1), with or without CTE19.20-His protein in 50 

μl, all in complete media. In a set of control wells the CTE19.20-His protein was added to the 

JeKo-1 cells alone, without CAR-19 T cells. In each case, the 150 μl co-culture was incubated 

for 48 hours. Then, the JeKo-1 cells were stained and analyzed by flow cytometry using HIB-

CD19-PE (BioLegend) and anti-CD20-APC for cells not incubated with protein or with anti-

CD20-APC and anti-ROR1-PE (BioLegend) for samples treated with protein. 7AAD was used to 

gate out dead cells.	

 

In vivo models of CD19-negative lymphoma 

 

All in vivo protocols were approved by the The Institutional Animal Care & Use Committee 

(IACUC) of The Cummings School of Veterinary Medicine at Tufts University. To determine 

the stability of the CD19 knockout phenotype in vivo, cells were implanted subcutaneously in 

NOD-scid IL2Rgammanull (NSG) mice and allowed to expand in situ for 18 days. The 

implanted tumors were excised, disaggregated and a single cell suspension was stained with 

antibodies to human CD19 and CD20. 

 

For tumor efficacy models, 6-10 week old female NOD-SCID/Il2rg KO (NSG) mice (Jackson 

Labs) were acclimated in the vivarium for a minimum of 3 days prior to study initiation. All 
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animals were socially housed in static, sterile bio-contained disposable cages pre-filled with corn 

cob bedding. Food (LabDiet) and acidified water were provided ad libitum. Mice were injected 

IV with 0.1 mL/animal of 2.5x106 JeKo-19KO cells on day 1. On day 3, all animals were imaged 

and then randomized to give equivalent average tumor burden in each of 6 cohorts of n = 8 

mice/cohort. The following day, different cohorts of mice were given doses of 0, 0.016, 0.08, 0.4 

and 2 mg/kg of CTE-19.20, followed by 1 x 107 CAR-19 T cells 3-4 hours later. Protein was 

then dosed three times weekly for a total of 14 injections. Control cohorts included those treated 

with CAR-19 cells only and untreated mice. 

 

At least once daily, animals received a cage side health check and clinical observation were 

performed. Body weights were recorded prior to tumor induction and then three times weekly. 

Body weights were used to calculate protein and D-luciferin doses. Whole body imaging was 

performed twice weekly for all animals on study 10-15 minutes after dosing with 15 mg/mL 

luciferin sc, at 0.2 mL/animal, with isoflurane anesthesia. Lumin values > 1x1010 total flux were 

considered cause for humane euthanasia. 

 

Pharmacokinetic (PK) measurement by ELISA 

 

Balb/c or NSG mice were dosed once IV with 5 mg/kg CTE-19.20 proteins and blood samples 

were drawn over time to evaluate protein levels. Serum samples were diluted 10-2000-fold 

depending on the sample time point. The purified protein standard and diluted serum samples 

were prepared in the equivilent serum matrix. Samples were analyzed using the FMC63-capture 

and biotinylated-albumin ELISA described above.  
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Results 

 

Characteristics of Ramos cells, JeKo-1 cells, CD19-deficient JeKo-1 cells and CAR-19 T cells 

 

We evaluated cultured Ramos, JeKo-1 and JeKo-19KO cells for CD19 and CD20 expression. 

JeKo-19KO cells were further evaluated for CD19 expression after infusion and growth for 18 

days in NSG mice. CD19 expression remained deficient in the JeKo-19KO line both in vitro and 

in vivo; CD20 expression remained stable (Supplemental Figure 1a-d). Therefore, these cell lines 

represented CD19-positive and CD19-negative lymphoma, that both express CD20. 

 

CAR-19 T cells were made using T cells from two donors. Exemplary preparations are shown 

(Supplemental Table 1). In these examples the CAR domain was expressed >80% T cells and 

robust cytotoxicity was demonstrated at low E:T ratios against the JeKo-1 cell line. 

 

Characterization of CAR-T Engager (CTE) proteins 

 

CTE proteins bridge the CAR-T cells to new antigens via antigen binding domains derived from 

antibodies and related scaffolds (18–20). We created a CTE protein with an anti-CD20 llama 

VHH linked to a stabilized form of CD19 ECD, followed by an anti-albumin VHH. The apparent 

binding affinity, EC50, of the anti-CD20 VHH for human CD20 was 4.2 and 2.8 pM in the 

quantitative flow cytometry assay using JeKo-1 cells and JeKo-19KO cells, respectively 

(Supplemental Figure 1e). CTE-19.20 proteins were produced in two transient transfections. A 

C-terminal His-tagged form called CTE-19.20-His was produced from Expi293 cells (0.1g/L 
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yield, 100% purity) and CTE-19.20-RG was made from CHO cells (1g/L, 98.7% purity). CTE-

19.20-RG is identical to CTE-19.20-His, minus the 6x His-tag. The purified proteins showed 

similar bands by PAGE analyses and showed high purity with minimal aggregation in SEC 

traces (Supplemental Figure 2a-c). The expected molecular weights of CTE-19.20-His and CTE-

19.20-RG were 56.4 and 55.6 kDa respectively, however the proteins ran at higher molecular 

weights on PAGE gels, presumably due to N-linked protein glycosylation. 

 

CTE proteins were evaluated for binding to the three target molecules: CD20, albumin, and the 

anti-CD19 MAb FMC63. Anti-CD19 was used to capture the CTE-19.20 proteins in ELISA 

assays, followed by incubations with biotinylated human albumin or human CD20, and the 

detection reagents. Concentration curves were generated for each protein in each ELISA format 

(Figure 1a,b), and the binding affinities were calculated from multiple repetitions of the assays. 

The two protein preparations had very similar EC50 values of ~ 20 ng/ml (Table 1). 

 

Using JeKo-19KO cells that lack CD19, we evaluated the affinity of protein binding to cell 

surface expressed CD20, using dose titrations. For this flow cytometry assay, cells were 

incubated with proteins and then with fluorescently labeled anti-CD19 MAb. Dose response 

binding curves were generated (Figure 1c). The CTE-19.20 proteins bound to JeKo-19KO cells 

with similar EC50 values, ~20 ng/ml, calculated from multiple repetitions of the assay (Table 1). 

 

These results showed that CTE-19.20 proteins bound their targets with high affinity in both 

plate-based ELISA and cell-based flow cytometry formats. We further demonstrated that binding 

to albumin in up to 100% human serum did not interfere with CTE-19.20-RG binding to CD20 
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or to anti-CD19 as determined by percent binding in the flow cytometry assay (Figure 1d), 

however in the presence of 33%-100% human serum the mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) was 

reduced by ~30%  To extend the binding results to a functional assay we performed cytotoxicity 

assays using JeKo-19KO cells. Dose response binding curves were generated from cytotoxicity 

assays. Representative results are shown (Figure 1e), and the mean IC50 values (~0.13 ng/ml) 

from multiple experiments are shown in Table 1. Serum albumin did not impact the degree of 

cytotoxicity (Figure 1f). This shows that the modest reduction in MFI did not affect cytotoxicity. 

 

CTE-19.20 proteins therefore potently redirected CAR-19 T cells to kill CD19-negative 

lymphoma cells. Next it was important to show that the presence of the CTE protein did not 

effect direct CAR-19 cytotoxicity, ie. to lymphoma cells expressing CD19. Wildtype JeKo-1 

cells were cultured with CAR-19 T cells alone or with up to 1 µg/ml CTE-19.20-RG, a saturating 

amount of protein, plus CAR-19 T cells. There was no impact of CAR-T Engager protein on 

CAR-19 cytotoxicity as compared to culture of the target lymphoma cells with CAR-19 alone, at 

the 3:1 and 1:1 E:T ratios (Supplemental Figure 3a,b). 

 

We next evaluated whether CTE-19.20-His protein could induce internalization or 

downregulation of cell surface CD20, as measured by protein binding. JeKo-19KO cells were 

incubated at 4oC or 37oC to examine change in the total percent of cells binding to CTE-19.20 

and the mean fluorescent intensity (MFI) of binding. There was no change in percent cells bound 

at 4oC, a temperature at which most proteins will not alter surface expression, nor was there any 

change at 37oC (Supplemental Figure 4a). This indicated that no CD20 downregulation or 
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internalization was occurring. Indeed, the MFI of CTE-19.20-His staining increased and was 

maintained through 6 hours at 37oC (Supplemental Figure 4b). 

 

To extend the CTE protein saturation and internalization results, we tested whether the order of 

addition of CTE protein to the cytotoxicity assay impacted cytotoxicity. We evaluated whether 

preincubation of 1 µg/ml CTE-19.20-RG with CAR-19 T cells, or with target tumor cells, would 

impact cytotoxicity, compared to adding the components simultaneously. Two E:T ratios of 

CAR-19 T cells to JeKo-19KO cells were used, 3:1 and 1:1, and extent of cytotoxicity was 

compared to JeKo-19KO cells plus the CAR-19 T cells or to the JeKo-19KO cells plus protein 

(Supplemental Figure 5a,b). There was no difference in the extent of cytotoxicity regardless of 

the order in which the components were preincubated. This suggests a) that pre-binding of the 

CTE-19.20 protein to CAR-19 T cells does not impact CAR function and b) that the cytotoxicity 

triggered by binding of CAR-19 to target JeKo-19KO cells is not competed by a saturating 

concentration of CTE-19.20-RG protein. 

 

Evaluation of CD19 antigen density and enhanced cytotoxicity in the presence of CTE-19.20 

protein 

 

We used a fluorescent bead assay to quantify the increase of CD19 antigen density on the cell 

surface as increasing amounts of CTE-19.20-RG protein were incubated with the JeKo-19KO 

cells (Figure 2a). The background (no protein added) was equivilent to 515 CD19 copies. With 

increasing concentrations of CTE-19.20-RG, the apparent CD19 density increased until it was 
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very similar to the number of CD20 molecules present: approximately 263,000 CD19 copies and 

approximately 267,000 CD20 copies (Figure 2a). 

 

JeKo-1 and Ramos cells express both CD19 and CD20. As is typical of lymphoma, CD20 was 

brighter than CD19 on both cell lines as measured by flow cytometry, with a fluorescent 

intensity approximately 5 times high on JeKo-1 cells and 2-3 times higher on Ramos cells 

(Supplemental Figure 1a). On the JeKo-1 cell line, approximately 25,500 copies of the CD19 

protein were detected, and approximately 177,000 copies of the CD20 protein (Figure 2b). 

Similarly, on Ramos cells, approximately 74,000 copies of the CD19 protein were detected, and 

approximately 198,000 copies of the CD20 protein (Figure 2c). CD19 density was measured as 

increasing amounts of CTE-19.20-RG protein was incubated with the cells. In both cell lines, 

incubation with > 120 ng/ml of the Engager protein led to an increase in the apparent CD19 

density, up to 10 µg/ml, at which point the signal detected was similar to that combination of the 

CD19 and CD20 antigen densities on each cell type, thus from ~25,000 copies to ~220,000 

copies of CD19 on JeKo-1 cells, and from ~74,000 copies to ~240,000 copies of CD19 on 

Ramos cells (Figure 2b,c).  

 

Increased antigen density should enhance CAR-19 mediated cytotoxicity against cells that 

naturally express CD19. We tested this hypothesis by incubating JeKo-1 cells with increasing 

amounts of CTE-19.20-RG protein and evaluating cell killing at 18 hours. There was a nominal, 

statistically insignificant increase when the E:T ratio was set to 3:1, but a marked increase at the 

lower E:T ratios of 1:1 and 0.3:1 (Figure 2c). Thus, in the initial period of cytotoxicity and at low 

E:T ratios, the increased apparent CD19 antigen density impacted the efficiency of CAR-19 
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cytotoxicity (Figure 2d). The effect was absent after 48 hours at which point the extent of killing 

had been maximized (Figure 2e). 

 

In vitro models of lymphoma antigen loss and escape from therapy 

 

Previously we showed that CAR-19 T cells can target and kill CD19-negative cells via a CD19 

ECD linked to the anti-CD20 antibody leu16 scFv (20). Here we used CTE proteins and several 

cell models to extend those findings. CTE-19.20 proteins bound to JeKo-19KO cells, a CD19-

negative lymphoma, and dose responsive cytotoxicity was induced when CAR-19 T cells were 

added (Figure 1e). Table 1 shows that the two CTE-19.20 protein preparations were equally 

potent in inducing cytotoxicity. 

 

JeKo-1 cells have a very high proliferative index and we hypothesized that they could provide a 

useful model of antigen escape from CAR-T cell therapy. Therefore, we characterized the 

phenotype of JeKo-1 cells under CAR-T pressure. JeKo-1 cells are CD19-positive and CD20-

positive and the vast majority are double-positive (Figure 3a). We derived an antigen escape 

model using various E:T ratios whereby the number of CAR-T cells was varied versus a fixed 

number of JeKo-1 cells and by varying the length of time in culture (Figure 3b-d). 

 

JeKo-1 cells escaped from CAR-19 cytotoxicity via cell population-level loss of CD19 

expression (Figure 3). This occured even at a 1:1 E:T ratio as seen in column B, days 6 and 13. 

The effect was more pronounced at the 0.3:1 and 0.1:1 E:T ratios as seen in column C, days 6 

and 13, and column D, where the effect was especially pronounced at day 13. Notably, the 0.1:1 
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E:T ratio was ineffective in inducing cytotoxicity (see Figure 2, Day 6) yet even this modest 

level of selective pressure imposed by the CAR induced a shift from a mainly double-positive 

(CD19 and CD20 positive) population on day 1 to a mixed population on day 6 to a population 

dominated by CD19-negative, CD20-positive cells by day 13. 

 

Since antigen loss and tumor cell escape occurred across this range of E:T ratios and days of 

incubation, a second study evaluated the effect of adding the CTE-19.20 protein to the culture. 

As a control, the lymphoma cells were replated without the addition of either CAR-19 T cells or 

CTE protein. After 48 hours, a mixed phenotype lymphoma cell population had emerged 

consisting of CD20-positive/CD19-positive cells, CD20-positive/CD19-low cells, and CD20-

positive/CD19-negative cells (Figure 4a). The addition of CAR-19 T cells plus CTE-19.20 

protein, but not the CAR-19 T cells alone nor the CTE-19.20 protein alone, was sufficient to kill 

all target JeKo-1 cells post escape and recovery (Figure 4b). These results show that lymphoma 

cell escape by loss of CD19 expression can be rapidly induced in vitro and fully reversed using 

the CD20-targeting bridging protein, CTE-19.20 and CAR-19 T cells.  

 

In vivo modeling 

 

We used the JeKo-19KO cell line, CTE19.20 proteins and CAR-19 T cells in several in vivo 

models. NSG mice were injected with JeKo-19KO lymphoma cells which were implanted for 4 

days prior to treatment with CAR-19 T cells and CTE-19.20 protein. CAR-19 T cells were 

injected once, and CTE-19.20 protein was given 3x weekly. Tumor burden was quantified using 

luciferase-generated luminescence. 
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In the initial study the CTE.19.20-His and CTE-19.20-RG protein preparations were screened for 

in vivo activity at a dose of 2 mg/kg in the presence of CAR-19 T cells as compared to cohorts 

given CAR-19 T cells only, or left untreated. Thrice weekly dosing with CTE-19.20 proteins 

restrained lymphoma development through day 31, at which time the untreated mice and the 

CAR-19 treated mice began succumbing to disease (Figure 5a).  

 

Next we performed a dose titration of CTE19.20-RG across 4 cohorts: 2 mg/kg, 0.4 mg/kg, 0.08 

mg/kg and 0.016 mg/kg. Animals were dosed with protein until day 31 at which time dosing was 

stopped in order to evaluate lymphoma relapse. Nine days later, on day 42, there was no sign of 

luminescence in animals treated with CAR-19 plus 2 mg/kg CTE-19.20-RG and only a minimal 

signal was seen in 2 of 8 animals treated with CAR-19 plus 0.4 mg/kg CTE-19.20-RG). Lower 

doses of CTE-19.20-RG were less effective in preventing relapse after dosing cessation (Figure 

5b).  

 

Body weight is a quantitative means of tracking animal health and is used in conjunction with 

clinical examinations to ensure humane euthanasia in cancer models. Mice treated with CAR-19 

plus CTE-19.20-RG protein continued to gain body weight throughout the protein dosing period 

(until day 31), while the control animals began losing weight at approximately day 25 (Figure 

5c). Even after dosing with CTE-19.20 protein stopped, the animals in the treated cohorts 

maintained body weight through the end of the study (day 42) and the highest dose-treated 

cohort, that had received 2 mg/kg of CTE-19.20 up until day 31, continued to gain weight with 

the last recorded weight taken on day 39 (Figure 5c). 
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Lumin intensity was graphed for each cohort, showing a rapid increase in the untreated group 

and a slightly delayed but still rapid increase in the CAR-19 treated group. The termination of 

the lines for the untreated and CAR-19-treated groups shows when all animals in those cohorts 

succumbed to disease (Figure 5d). To discern differences between CTE-19.20-RG dose cohorts 

we removed the control groups from the graph (Figure 5e). A clear dose response then became 

evident, showing a complete lack of luminescent signal in the 2 mg/kg CTE-19.20 cohort 

through day 42 (Figure 5e). Since the last protein dose was given on day 31, this suggests that 

these animals had eliminated the CD19-negative lymphoma. 

 

Protein efficacy in vivo is a function of the pharmacokinetic (PK) properties of the injected 

biologic. We evaluated the PK properties of CTE-19.20-His and CTE-19.20-RG in mice. The 

half-life of the biologic in mouse depends on albumin-mediated recirculation via FcRN binding. 

The anti-CD20 domain used in the CTE-19.20 proteins does not bind mouse CD20 and but the 

anti-albumin domain binds to mouse albumin weakly with an apparent EC50 of 177 nM 

(Supplemental Figure 6). The human CD19 ECD has no known ligands other than the B cell 

transmembrane proteins CD21 and CD81, with which it forms a compex in cis on the surface of 

B cells (22). 

   

The CTE-19.20-His protein was evaluated in both Balb/c and NSG mice after a single injection 

IV and showed a similar half-life of 21 hours in both strains (Table 2). However, we sampled 

NSG mice 24 hours after injection of CTE-19.20-RG and could not detect the protein in mouse 

serum. Therefore, we performed a more time-point intensive analysis of CTE-19.20-RG PK in 
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Balb/c mice. Surprisingly, the half-life of CTE-19.20-RG in mouse was shorter than expected, at 

7.6 hours (Table 2). 

 

Protein half-life can also be impacted by sialylation, the post-translational, covalent addition of 

terminal sialic acid to glycosylated proteins (23). Proteins with more sialyation have longer half-

lives in vivo (24, 25). We used capillary isoelectric focusing (cIEF) separation to evaluate CTE-

19.20 protein sialylation. In cIEF, a continuous pH gradient is formed by applying voltage across 

a capillary filled with carrier ampholytes, and this separates proteins by their isoelectric point 

(pI). Simplistically, proteins can be evaluated as the percent of basic and acidic peaks, where 

acidic peaks represent sialylated protein. We found that while the CTE-19.20-His protein 

contained a mixture of acidic and basic peaks, the CTE-19.20-RG protein was almost wholly 

basic, indicating minimal sialylation (Table 2). These results may explain the differential PK 

properties of the two protein preparations. 
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Discussion 

 

We previously described a novel approach to the extend the reach of CAR therapies using 

diverse CAR-T Engager (CTE) proteins that contain the CD19 ECD linked to an antigen binding 

domain, such as an scFv or llama VHH (18–20). These CD19-based CTE proteins bind to any 

antigen targeted, coat the desired tumor with CD19, and retarget CAR-19 T cells to kill those 

tumor cells via the bound protein (18–20). One therapeutic focus has been a modality in which 

the CAR T cell secretes the CTE protein (18, 19). This is thematically similar to the secretion of 

bispecific CD3-based T cell engagers from CAR T cells (26, 27), with the additional 

characteristic of CAR domain specificity. We validated the approach preclinically using both 

solid and hematologic tumors, showing in vitro and in vivo efficacy against Her2-positive 

ovarian carcinoma and CLEC12A-positive acute myeloid leukemia cells (18, 19).  

 

The use of CTE proteins as injectable biologics provides an alternative therapeutic modality. We 

have developed a CTE biologic to prevent and reverse relapses from CAR-19 cell therapy for B 

cell lymphoma and leukemia. This novel CTE contains a CD19 ECD that binds to anti-CD19 

domains expressed by CAR-19 T cells. Two additional domains were linked to the CD19 ECD, 

an anti-CD20 VHH and an anti-albumin VHH, both derived from immunized llamas. The 

resulting protein, CTE-19.20, functions by binding to both CD20 on target tumor cells and to 

CAR-19 T cells, thereby triggering cytotoxicity. A favorable circulating half-life is engineered 

via binding to albumin which binds the FcRN receptor to slow protein degradation (28). Our 

preliminary work suggests that CTE protein sialylation may also contribute to the in vivo 

circulating half-life in mouse models. 
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CAR-19 T cells can bind directly to CD19 in the presence of the CTE-19.20 protein, and gain the 

ability to bind the CD19 ECD that is bound, via the anti-CD20 VHH, to CD20. This additional 

source of CD19, coated on CD20 on the cell surface, increases available CD19 antigen density. 

We quantified the increase in CD19 density on JeKo-19KO, JeKo-1 and RAMOS cells incubated 

with CTE-19.20-RG protein, showing that the signal increased to match the available number of 

CD20 molecules to which the CAR T engager could bind (Figure 2). Importantly, lymphoma 

cells often have high cell surface expression of CD20 (29), providing for abundant CTE binding. 

One caveat of the “bang bead” analysis was the relative insensitivity of the assay when adding 

CTE-19.20 protein to CD19-expressing cells, such that the increase in antigen density was 

detectable only at concentrations of CTE-19.20-RG protein that are higher than the cytotoxicity 

IC50. This phenomena is also noted in our flow cytometry analyses, where the binding EC50 

measured by flow cytometry is always much higher than the cytotoxic IC50 (see Table 1). This 

difference indicates only a subset of CAR domains need to be bound in order to trigger 

cytotoxicity. By adding the CTE-19.20 protein to increase the available antigen present on the 

target lymphoma cell line, we triggered the critical threshold for cytotoxic activation of the 

CAR-T cell more quickly, and at lower E:T ratios. 

 

There is widespread appreciation that antigen density and antigen loss in response to therapy are 

key drivers of successful CAR-19 T cell treatment (30). Low antigen density or antigen loss 

uncouples the CAR-T cells from targets, leading to loss of response. Since CTE19.20 protein 

creates a CD19 ‘depot’ that is bound to CD20 and independent of cellular CD19 expression, this 

solution should diminish the rate of relapse due to antigen loss, as we modeled using the in vitro 
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“antigen escape” assays (Figures 3 and 4). Indeed, the loss of CAR activity quickly led to the re-

emergence of CD19-positive cancer cells (Figure 4), illustrating the power of natural selection on 

a population of rapidly dividing cancer cells. At low E:T ratios, and over several weeks of 

culture, a CD19-negative cell population emerged (Figure 3). Once removed from the selection 

pressure imposed by CAR-19 T cells, a mixture of CD19-negative, CD19-dim and CD19-bright 

cells was observed that could then be eliminated by the addition of CAR-19 T cells and CTE-

19.20 protein (Figure 4). The transient nature of CD19 loss provides preclinical evidence for the 

hypothesis that at least some of the “CD19-positive” relapses recorded in the clinical literature 

may actually result from transient loss and then rapid recovery of CD19 expression, with the 

CAR-19 T cell pool collapsing in between; this would be difficult to discern without longitudinal 

analyses (14). Similar phenomena have been documented in the setting of multiple myeloma 

treatment with anti-BCMA CAR therapy (12). 

 

Detailed analyses of CD19 antigen density required for productive CAR-19 persistence and 

function identified specific expression thresholds below which CAR-T cells lost functionality 

(13,27). Antigen density as measured by immuno-histochemistry was not sensitive enough to 

distinguish tumor populations with cells above or below those thesholds, whereas quantitative 

flow cytometry was sufficiently sensitive (13,27). The importance of antigen density as a driver 

of CAR-T cell activity has also been modeled with anti-CD22 CAR-T cells (32) and 

demonstrated by the use of γ-secretase-antagonism to prevent BCMA shedding by multiple 

myeloma cells in response to anti-BCMA CAR-T therapy (33). Antigen density thresholds have 

been identified in preclinical studies of CAR-T cells directed against diverse antigens including 

CD22, CD38, ALK and CD20 (32, 34–36).  
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Clinically, antigen density associated with therapeutic response has been described for CAR-19 

and CAR-BCMA therapies for B cell lymphoma and multiple myeloma (15, 31, 33, 37, 38). For 

example, CD19 antigen loss was associated with relapse from lymphoma in 62% of patients 

treated with an anti-CD19 CAR-T therapy, as assessed using quantitative flow cytometric 

methods (15, 31). Many mechanisms for CD19 antigen loss have been described, including 

transcriptional downregulation of expression and genetic alterations that prevent expression (13, 

30, 39, 40).  

 

Clinical trials in NHL, ALL and CLL have consistently demonstrated key features underlying 

patient outcome, leading to rapid relapse or, conversely, durable remission. Prominent among the 

features that predict successful patient outcome is rapid and prolonged expansion of CAR-T cells 

in the first 0-90 days post infusion, measured, for example, as CAR-T AUC0-28 or AUC0-48 

(10,28,29). Conversely, patients who have lower CAR-T cell expansion, for a shorter time, 

typically do not achieve a durable response (43–45). Increased CD19 antigen density enabled 

more rapid and efficient cytotoxicity with low levels of CAR-T cells relative to targeted wildtype 

JeKo-1 cells (Figure 2d). The increase in antigen density when incubating lymphoma cells with a 

CTE-19.20 protein was most apparent when the density of CD20 on the target cell surface was 

much higher than the CD19 density. This was clearly demonstrated using the JeKo-1 MCL cell 

line (Figure 2b). Even with a smaller difference in expression of CD20 and CD19, as in the 

Ramos Hodgkin lymphoma line, additive CD19 density was observed (Figure 2c). Of note, 

CD20 expression is higher than CD19 expression in most lymphoma although expression of both 

markers is variable (29, 46). CD20 expression is also variable in CLL and is absent in some ALL 
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patients (47). Across these indications, in patients with CD20-positive malignancies, the ability 

to increase the apparent antigen density of CD19 would be expected to improve the response of 

CAR-19 T cells (31).  

 

Our in vivo modeling used CD19-deficient cells to represent relapse from CAR-19 cell therapy. 

In vivo, CAR-19 cells were unable to detect and kill the JeKo-19KO cells (Figure 5a), leading to 

systemic and lethal lymphoma. Administration of CTE-19.20-RG protein along with the CAR-19 

T cells prevented lethality. Of note, upon cessation of dosing with CTE-19.20-RG protein, 

animals remained lymphoma free for 11 days, at which time all control animals had expired 

(Figure 5b). On day 42, when the study ended, 75% of animals in the three highest dose cohorts 

had no luminescent signal (Figure 5e) and only 1 of 32 treated animals, from the lowest dose 

cohort, had expired. In contrast, 14/16 animals in the control cohorts had expired. This result was 

achieved despite the post-study finding that the CTE-19.20-RG protein had an unexpectedly 

short half-life in mouse of approximately 7.5 hours. The half-life is correlated with the extent of 

sialylation (Table 2), and current manufacturing and process development is focused on 

producing highly sialylated protein. 

 

Patient relapse from CAR-19 therapy occurs rapidly, often within the first months following 

therapy (9–11). The kinetics of relapse offer the potential to intervene using CTE-19.20 protein, 

using several different clinical designs. In the first instance we are developing this molecule with 

the goal of treating patients who have already received a CAR-19 therapy, by evaluating their 

clinical response through the first few months post CAR infusion. Diverse biomarkers can be 

used to track response and risk of relapse. PET imaging and ctDNA analyses have emerged as 
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sensitive means of tracking lymphoma and leukemia regression (48–50). Q-PCR or deep 

sequencing methods have provided a picture of CAR-19 expansion and persistence over the first 

critical weeks and months after treatment (51). Flow cytometry can track T cell expansion and 

also antigen expression on the targeted cancer cells (51–54). Using such methods, patients at risk 

of relapse could be identified and treated with the CTE-19.20 biologic to improve outcomes. Pre-

clinical proof of principal for CAR reactivation via vaccination suggests this is a productive 

approach (55). Clinical examples include the response of CAR-19 T cell populations to 

checkpoint inhibition (56, 57). The CTE biologic can also be delivered in combination with 

CAR-19 T cells initially, to simultaneously target the two antigens, CD19 and CD20. 

There are multiple efforts to address antigen loss, including dual-CARs and TanCARs targeting 

combinations of CD19, CD20, or CD22, for example (58). Nevertheless, combination of CAR-

CD19s with the CTE biologic has the immediate advantage of synergy with marketed CAR-19 

therapies, with the potential to reduce relapses significantly. We note that other factors impact 

patient responsiveness to CAR-19 treatment. Suboptimal CAR-T cell expansion can occur if the 

patient T cell pool has intrinsically limited proliferative potential, as has been described after 

multiple rounds of aggressive chemotherapy as standard-of-care prior to cell therapy (59). 

Limited response to CAR-T cell therapy has also been associated with immunosuppression, for 

example in the lymphoma tumor microenvironment (56). 

 

In summary, we have described an optimal and straightforward approach to productive and 

sustained activation of CAR-19 T cells, using a potent CD19-anti-CD20 bridging protein with an 

extended half-life. We note that the extension of our approach to other CAR-T cell relapse 

settings is feasible, and we have built BCMA-containing CTE proteins capable of killing 
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BCMA-negative cell lines. The use of the CTE biologic approach is in fact viable for any single 

antigen-targeting CAR-T cell, where relapse and resistance through antigen loss or modulation is 

almost inevitable in a large subset of treated patients. 
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Figure Legends 

 

Figure 1. CTE proteins bind to anti-CD19 antibody coated plates and can be detected by ELISA 

assay using A) biotinylated albumin, and B) biotinylated CD20 membranes. C) Binding of CTE-

19.20 proteins to JeKo-19KO cells. D) Binding of CTE-19.20 proteins to JeKo-19KO cells in the 

presence of excess serum. E) Dose dependent cytotoxicity mediated by CTE-19.20 proteins in 

the presence of JeKo-1KO cells and CAR-19 T cells (54% CAR-positive). F) CTE-19.20-RG-

mediated cytotoxicity in the presence of media (10% FBS) or media further supplemented with 

human serum (50% HS), and CAR-19 T cells (78% CAR-positive). 

 

Figure 2. Characterization of antigen density and cytotoxicity. A-C) Increase in apparent CD19 

density on (A) JeKo-19KO, (B) wildtype JeKo-1 and (C) Ramos cells in the presence of 

increasing concentrations of CTE-19.20-RG protein vs CD19 staining and CD20 staining alone. 

D,E) Cytotoxicity of CAR-19 T cells (77% CAR-positive) against JeKo-1 cells at different E:T 

ratios in the presence on increasing concentrations of CTE-19.20-RG after (D) 18 hours and (E) 

48 hours. Data were analyzed by one-tailed T test, *: p < 0.05, **: p < 0.02 vs CD19 controls (A-

C) and p < 0.02 vs ‘0’ (D). 

 

Figure 3. Development of a JeKo-1 antigen escape model from treatment with CAR-19 T cells 

(55% CAR-positive) in vitro. The position of CAR-19 cells and the target JeKo-1 cells is 

indicated in the flow cytometry profiles is shown to the left of the panels.  The designation of 

CD19-positive and CD20-positive cell populations is shown to the right of the panels. A) JeKo-1 
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cells express CD19 and CD20, B) E:T ratio 1:1 from day 1 – 13. C) E:T ratio 0.3:1 from day 1 – 

13. D) E:T ratio 0.1:1 from day 1 – 13.  

 

Figure 4. Reversal of antigen-loss mediated relapse from CAR-19 treatment in vitro. A) CAR-19 

cells (55% CAR-positive) were incubated with JeKo-1 cells (E:T 1:1) for 13 days, and then 

rested for 48 hours. Expression of CD19 and CD20 was monitored by FACS. B) CTE-19.20 

protein was added to the rested culture, or CAR-19 T cells were added to the rested culture, or 

both CTE-19.20 and CAR-19 T cells were added to the rested culture. 

 

Figure 5. CTE-19.20 proteins given with CAR-19 T cells successfully treat lethal CD19-negative 

lymphoma in vivo. A) Comparison of the efficacy of the 2 mg/kg dose of CTE-19.20-His (1) and 

CTE-19.20-RG (2) with CAR-19 cells alone (3) and donor-match UTD cells (4). B) Dose 

response and efficacy of treatment with CTE-19.20-RG, during and after the dosing period. C) 

CTE-19.20-RG treatment supports continued weight gain in animals challenged with otherwise 

lethal lymphoma. D) CTE-19.20-RG treatment significantly reduces tumorburden as assessed by 

JeKo-19KO luciferase activity. E) Luciferase activity of the treatment groups only, graphed to 

demonstrate dose-responsive efficacy. *: p < 0.02 by two-way T test of control cohorts vs all 

treatment cohorts. 
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Table 1. Characterization of CTE-19.20 protein activities. Top: apparent binding affinities in 

two ELISA assays. Middle: apparent binding affinity of binding to JeKo-19KO cells as measured 

by flow cytometry using anti-CD19 antibody FMC63 detection. Bottom: IC50 values derived 

from the cytotoxicity assay using CAR-19 T cells (81% CAR-positive), JeKo-19KO cells and 

CTE-19.20 proteins. The activities of the two CTE-19.20 preparations were evaluated by 

unpaired, two-tailed, T-test: *, p=0.011. 

 

Protein 
Anti-CD19 capture / 

CD20 detection: EC50 (ng/ml), sd (n) 

Anti-CD19 capture / 

Albumin detection: EC50 (ng/ml), sd (n) 

CTE-19.20-His 25.4, 5.0 (n=2) 26.7, 6.5 (n=6) 

CTE-19.20-RG 16.4, 2.4 (n=3) 23.6, 7.4 (n=7) 

Protein Flow cytometry binding affinity EC50 (ng/ml), sd (n) 

CTE-19.20-His 26.6, 2.2 (n=3)* 

CTE-19.20-RG 11.9, 2.3 (n=3) 

Protein Cytotoxicity IC50  - mean (ng/ml), sd (n) 

CTE-19.20-His 0.14, 0.12 (n=3) 

CTE-19.20-RG 0.13, 0.09 (n=11) 
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Table 2. Evaluation of CTE-19.20 protein half-life in mice and the degree of protein sialylation. 

 

Protein T1/2, Balb/c T1/2, NSG 
cIEF, % basic 

pH peaks 
cIEF, % acidic 

pH peaks 

CTE-19.20-

His 
20.63 27.7 26.2 73.8 

CTE-19.20-

RG 
7.6 nd 100 0 
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